
Accompanying a young deer on his journey to becoming a man. This 
sums up the experience of the film Bambi in brief. According to Disney, 
manhood is a very specific thing. Only very few, the Great Princes, are meant to 
ascend to it. 

 
Kanye West takes American ideas of manhood to an extreme point. His 

album, My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy, is a relentless, excessive parade of 
masculine bravado, sex infused and money orientated. So are most Disney 
films. 

 
Whereas Kanye West is critical and ironic, a self-aware parody of 

himself, Disney is dead serious. Its belief is that there is a single, correct, 
distinctive way of being a man.  

 
Despite having as much sex and money as he boasts, Kanye cannot be a 

Disney man, for he is black. Kanye West is therefore a powerful wrong, the 
archetypal Disney villain.  

 
The idea of a distinction between right and wrong manhood is troubling. 

However this notion is proudly embraced by New Zealand culture in general. 
There are distinct rules a young man must adhere to if he wishes to avoid 
becoming a pansy, or more accurately put, a homo. 

 
The best way for a man to avoid being labelled a homo is to behave in 

the way ‘real men’ behave. This means subscribing to a stereotype, a false, fake 
character. A Bambi. 

 
These stereotypes, whether it is a sheep-shearing farmer, a handsome 

rugby player, a petrol headed bogan, a buffed up club goer, or an immaculately 
groomed hipster, are all considered a singular, correct masculine way of life in 
their given spaces.  

 
Being this man is a strenuous display. Just watch the Waitangi Park cool 

kids, a crowd at a sports bar or the prowling packs of men at clubs and you’ll 
see that blokiness is a carefully calibrated set of gestures, grunts and sayings like 
‘mate.’ It’s just like a performance, nervously played out on an open-world 
stage, desperately trying to convince an audience that we’re real men, certainly 
not gay. 

 
The ‘permitted’ blokey actions are highly limiting modes of behaviour. 

Most involve a great deal of severing connections, rejecting anything remotely 
unmanly. So much remains unexplored because of the fear of being called gay. 

 
Why not behave like the man you want to be instead of the man you 

think you ought to be?  
 


